
161. The City of Machu Picchu. Central highlands, Peru. 
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 "old peak" 

 located 2,430 metres (7,970 ft) above sea level, situated on a mountain ridge above the Sacred 

Valley which is 80 kilometres (50 mi) northwest of Cuzco and through which the Urubamba River 

flows 

 The Incas built the estate around 1450, but abandoned it a century later at the time of the 

Spanish Conquest 

 unknown to the outside world before being brought to international attention in 1911 by the 

American historian Hiram Bingham (Yale) 

 Machu Picchu was declared a Peruvian Historical Sanctuary in 1981 and a UNESCO World 

Heritage Site in 1983.[3] In 2007, Machu Picchu was voted one of the New Seven Wonders of the 

World in a worldwide Internet poll 

 built around 1450, at the height of the Inca Empire 

 It is possible that most of its inhabitants died from smallpox introduced by travellers before the 

Spanish conquistadors arrived in the area 

 there is no record of the Spanish having visited the remote city.  
o The types of sacred rocks defaced by the conquistadors in other locations are 

untouched at Machu Picchu. 

 Early publications led many people to believe that Hiram had long sought the lost city of 

the Incas and found it after trekking through a hazardous tropical jungle. Actually, Machu 

Picchu was not a chief objective of the 1911 expedition, and Hiram was led to it on a 48-

hour journey. The road to Machu Picchu was located next to a heavily populated farm 

region. Although Hiram often claimed that the paths to Machu Picchu were the most 

inaccessible in all of the Andes, his letters indicate that he used a modern road system 

and travelled to the region with ease. It is said that the original journey only took Hiram 

one and a half hours. Today, tourists can reach the ruins from the train stop in 15 

minutes.[20] 

 Hiram also claimed that all the ruins were covered in dense vegetation, but unpublished 

photographs from the original journey, discovered by Alfred, show the ruins in a clear 

open space. The letters and photographs suggest that Machu Picchu was not isolated in 

wilderness, but was connected and populated by several indigenous families. Alfred also 

suggests that his father did not originally value his findings at Machu Picchu as he only 

spent one afternoon there. He only decided to further investigate the ruins after some 

prominent plantation owners told him they knew little of the location's existence 

 There is little information on human sacrifices taking place at Machu Picchu. This can be 

attributed to the fact that many sacrifices were never given a proper burial and their skeletal 
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remains have succumbed to the elements.  However, there is evidence of retainer sacrifices. In 

these unique cases, human sacrifices were made to accompany a deceased noble in the 

afterlife.  Animal, liquid, and dirt sacrifices to the gods were much more common. They were 

made at the Altar of the Condor and are still made today by members of the New Age Andean 

religion.  

 The location of the city was a military secret, and its deep precipices and steep mountains 

provided excellent natural defenses 
o The hillsides leading to it have been terraced, not only to provide more farmland to 

grow crops, but to steepen the slopes which invaders would have to ascend. 
o It has a water supply from springs that cannot be blocked easily, and enough land to 

grow food for about four times as many people as ever lived there. 

 The site is roughly divided into an urban sector and an agricultural sector, and into an upper 

town and a lower town. The temples are in the upper town, the warehouses in the lower 

 The architecture is adapted to the mountains. Approximately 200 buildings are arranged on 

wide parallel terraces around a vast central square that is oriented east-west. The various 

compounds, called kanchas, are long and narrow in order to exploit the terrain. Extensive 

terraces were used for agriculture and sophisticated channeling systems provided irrigation for 

the fields. Numerous stone stairways set in the walls allowed access to the different levels 

across the site. The eastern section of the city was probably residential. The western, separated 

by the square, was for religious and ceremonial purposes. This section contains the Torreón, the 

massive tower which may have been used as an observatory 

 Located in the first zone are the primary archaeological treasures: the Inti Watana, the 

Temple of the Sun and the Room of the Three Windows. These were dedicated to Inti, 

their sun god and greatest deity. 

 The Popular District, or Residential District, is the place where the lower-class people 

lived. It includes storage buildings and simple houses. 

 The Inti Watana stone is one of many ritual stones in South America. These stones are arranged 

to point directly at the sun during the winter solstice. The name of the stone (perhaps coined by 

Bingham) derives from Quechua language: inti means "sun", and wata-, "to tie, hitch (up)". The 

suffix -na derives nouns for tools or places. Hence inti watana is literally an instrument or place 

to "tie up the sun", often expressed in English as "The Hitching Post of the Sun". The Inca 

believed the stone held the sun in its place along its annual path in the sky. The stone is situated 

at 13°9'48" S. At midday on 11 November and 30 January, the sun stands almost exactly above 

the pillar, casting no shadow. On 21 June, the stone casts the longest shadow on its southern 

side, and on 21 December a much shorter shadow on its northern side. 

 The central buildings of Machu Picchu use the classical Inca architectural style of polished dry-

stone walls of regular shape. The Incas were masters of this technique, called ashlar, in which 

blocks of stone are cut to fit together tightly without mortar 
o Many junctions in the central city are so perfect that it is said not even a blade of grass 

fits between the stones. 
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o Inca walls have many stabilizing features: doors and windows are trapezoidal, tilting in 

from bottom to top; corners usually are rounded; inside corners often incline slightly 

into the rooms; and outside corners were often tied together by "L"-shaped blocks; 

walls are offset slightly from row to row rather than rising straight from bottom to top 
o The Incas never used the wheel in a practical way, although its use in toys shows that 

they knew its principle. Its use in engineering may have been impractical due to the lack 

of strong draft animals, the steep terrain and dense vegetation. How they moved and 

placed the enormous stones remains uncertain, but the general belief is that they used 

hundreds of men to push the stones up inclined planes. A few stones have knobs that 

could have been used to lever them into position; it is believed that after placing the 

stones, the builders would have sanded the knobs away, but a few were overlooked. 
o Another detriment was the heavy rainfall. To drain rain water and prevent mud slides, 

landslides, erosion and flooding, the Incas used terraces and stone chips. Terraces were 

layered with stone chips, sand, dirt and top soil, to soak water in and prevent it from 

running down the mountain. Similar layering protected the large city center from 

flooding. 

 As part of their road system, the Incas built a road to the Machu Picchu region. Today, 

thousands of tourists walk the Inca Trail to visit Machu Picchu each year. They 

congregate at Cusco before starting on the one-, two-, four- or five-day journey on foot 

from Kilometer 82 (or 77 or 85, four/five-day trip) or Kilometer 104 (one/two-day trip) 

near the town of Ollantaytambo in the Urubamba valley, walking up through the Andes 

mountain range to the isolated city. 

 The people of Machu Picchu were connected to long-distance trade, as shown by non-

local artifacts found at the site. For example, Bingham found unmodified obsidian 

nodules at the entrance gateway. In the 1970s, Burger and Asaro determined that these 

obsidian samples were from the Titicaca or Chivay obsidian source, and that the samples 

from Machu Picchu showed long-distance transport of this obsidian type in pre-Hispanic 

Peru 
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